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Abstract

A' .1~-year time series of high-resolution beach profile surveys made on an Atlantic ~an beach was analyzed for
$pati

.
em. rcharacteristics of1Jeach profile change. Approximately 200 profile surveys, mO$t eJ!1~,::~~ingfrom

the dune to 8-m depth, were available for the analysis on each of four GrQsS.-shore.tines, together with electronically
rec
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,t profik survey data set was analyzeJ,ff1t e th ,c £ c de th change, general seaso;r~1
\ shape of the profile, $Oasonal de thchan , and change in the ofile produced by ext emestorms. The morphoynamics

of an inner and outer longshore bar Were also examined, inc1udingaept to bar crest, bar height and length, and
speed of bar movement onshore and offshore. Several properties of depth change were related to wave characteristics.

~Representative results were: average profile elevation change from +4 m to-4 m was symmetric about the mean"
'sea-Ieveishoreline;~..wing.JY1.g. 'l.ntumn prolile shaR<;Swere alIl1Q§tidentical and oc...oo::r~.<iaL~siti2..!1!l1

states between the $tItlUB&'and winter profile ~~; the depth o[active profile movement (within survey accuracy
of abOU1O:U23'iiiTWii"4'nt'forthe swnmei-and 6~for the wint~r; and the .lOcyear frequencies of maximum absolute
depth change ,n depth's. of 2,4: 6, and.8 mw~re-1.64, 1.38,0.22, and 0,.12 m, respectivelY'o~..:;urprising restllt was
that typical large storms transported sand into the nearshore fr°1!l~e:~~...r~.end of the profile'lfioma-aepthof
.aij(iUr6--g,~--_".h"_~ "-'-'-"- ":~.

''''''''''
"... ..

"'"'''''' .'" '0".
.

~.. -

L. Introduction sand level brought about by $tonns. Early qlianti-
tative field andsmalI.$cale laboratory studies (e.g.,
Evans, 1940;' Keulegan, 1945;. King and. William~,

1949; Shepard, 1950; Short, 1975; Hands, 1976,

1980) examined the profile mainly asa 2-D (cros$-
~hore)system and focussed<>n the morphQlogy

and movement of long$hore. bars,. foI1owed later
by investigation$ of the equilibrium profile shape

(e.g., Bruun, 1954; Dean, 1977: Wright eta!., 1979;

Dean eta!., 1993).
Characteristic features. including seasonal

change$ in $hape of the profile, have been examined.

This paper examines spatial vari!ibility in the -
beach profile on time'scales ranging from those
determininglong-tenn characteristic. shapes, such
as the average, equilibrium, and -seasonal $hapes-,
through highly dynamic short-tenn changes in
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'~U<1ntitativelyin a n~ber of studies (e.g" the
-'--minal study of Shepard, 1950; Inman and
Rusnak, 1956; Nordstrom arid Inman, 1975;
'Njnant et aI., .1975; Aubrey, 1979; Weishar and
',V(Jou, 1983; Aubrey and Ross, 1985). Shepard
I ]':ISf}J recorded seasonal changes in sand level of
~p[)rl.)~jm~tdy 2 !!l in ~evera1s11rvevs. Inman and
Rw;nak (1956) and Nordstiom and'Inman (1975)
;J~rformed a limited number of accurate measure-
m,,'JJtsof both seasonal and extreme changes along
profile lines on two southern California beaches
u',ing land-based surveying techniqueSc nearshore
«nd echo sounders and reference rods (long steel
r(J<h inserted into the sea bottom which were
',uhsequcntly referenced to a datum by measure-
ment tape) offshore. Inman and Rusnak (1956)
f()und that the range of sand-level change at
Scripps Beach, a wave-sheltered area, decreased
"jth incrcasing depth, with inferred representative
'/alues of 0.6 m at 55-m depth, 0.09 m at 9.1 m
depth, and 0.05 mat 15.9-m depth on the shelf
ocjghhfJring Scripps Canyon. Nordstrom and
Inman (1975) found representative sand' level
range values at a segment of Torre)': Pines Beach
(,[

1.25 m at4.9-m depth, 0.46 mat 73-m depth,
(J.I~ m at 10;O-m depth, 0.06 m' at 13.7-m depth,

.
;lOcinu change at a depth ofl9.8 Dr. Nordstrom and

Inman (1975) also note that the Iange in sand level

c~ange li)r similar depths. was greater 'atToIrey'
Pines Beach than at Scripps Beach and speculated

Ihallhis result was due to the higher waves incident

'10 Torrey Pines. DeWall and Christenson (1984)
examined 33 data sets (1049 profiles) from eig!J.t
',Iles covering the four coasts of the continental
(Jniled. Statcs to develop methods for predicting
lIearshore profile change on unobstructed beaches.
Mosl o!' the profile data were collected from piers
;ondare hclievedto contain a small but probably
IIOIl-negligible effect of scour at pier pilings or of
,;hdlering by the piers. For significant extreme

wave heights H. (significant wave height expected
'0 be exceeded 12 hours in a year) ranging from

;opproximaldy 2.0 to 3.8 m, they found reasonable
lill<:;lr (;orrclation' with the maximum bottom
challge 1\1) as 81)= 1.15 H. -1.25 (m).

La hora I<>ry investigations of profile change
liStfIg large wave channels that eliminate scale

effects have also been performed with monochro-
matic waves (e.g., Saville, 1957; Kajima et al.,
1982; Kraus and Larson, i988) and random waves
(Kraus et aI., 1992). Many of the analysis tech-
niques employed in the present paper derive from

those developed and tested by the authors. in
analyzing beach profile change generated in large
wave tanks, .

Quantitative study of 3cD nearshore morphol-
ogy beg!!n eatly (Hom-ma andSonu, 1962) and
has continued (e.g., Sonu, 1973; Short, 1979;
Birkemeier, 1984;.Wright and Short 1984'
Sunamura, 1988; Lippman and HolmaIi, 1990;
Liang and Seymour, 1991). Larson and Kraus
(1989) review the extensive literature of beach
rllOrphology studies with emphasis on quantitative
approaches and results. . !

Progress in quantification. of beach change is
hindered by the difficulty in obtaining accurate
data covering a range of wave conditions. Despite
a considerable number of studies, little information
js available on depth change along the profile and
its time variation. In addition to being fundamental
to Understanding the morphodynamics of beaches, . .-

the spatial and temporal behavior of the beach
profile has direct application in coastal engiIieenng
projects involving beach nourishn1entand in. the
siting of coastal structures.

A~ exceptional data set for quantitative study
of the temporal and spatial characteristics of the
nearshore. beach profile is being collected at the .
Field Research Facility (FRF)operated by the

Coastal Engineering Research Center of the US;
Army Engineer Waterways .Experiment

.Station.
The F.RF is lOCated along an approximately I-km
long stretch of Atlantic Ocean barrier island beach

in the village of Duck, -North Carolina (Fig; 1);
The FRF beach has oeen extensively studied both
through sh6rt-termmulti-institutional experiments
typically lasting over one to two months (e.g.,

Mason et aL, 1987) and through on-going, long-
term data collection of waves, water elevation, and
beach profile change, It is the latter data set that

is analyzed' in. this paper, with emph1!Sis on the
II ~year long high-resolution beach profile survey
data set.

-In the following, beach morphology at the FRF
is analyzed ina primarily 2-D approach that

--
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Fig. .1.. Location map for the field. reseatch facility, Duck,

North Carolina.

focusses on the beach profile. The procedure is
quantitatively justified, and spatial scales are dis-

cussed. Average beach profile properties are then
calculated for the period of record and for seasons,
ulcluding bar geometry and average movement.
Time-dependent analyses are performed to deter-

mine characteristic time and spatial scales of beach

- profile change, including frequency. of sand-level
(depth) change, seasonal profile development, and

profile change produced by a single major storm.

An effort is made to relate beach profile Change to
the wave climate characterized through simPle
statistical descriptors.

2. Data set employed

The FRF data/set encompasses beach profile
surveys with the associated wave and water level
climate for a continuing measurement periodstart-
ing in 1981. For the present analysis, data from
the II-year period 1981-1991 were available. This

77

data set is similar to that studied previously by the
authors (Larson and Kraus, 1992a,b), being
extended for the present study by approximately
40 more recent profile surveys made in 1991 that
included several strong winter storms.

The beach profile at the FRF is surveyed
approximately every two weeks or more frequently
along four shore-normal lines, with surveys extend-
ing from a base line located behind the foredunes
seaward to a nominal water depth of about 9 m.

.

I1igh-density surveys on limited-area rectangular
grids are also performed at the FRF during inten-
sive, short-term field-data collection projects, but
these measurements are not employed here other
than those for the four target survey lines. The
locations of the four'survey lines (Lines 58, 62,
188 and 190) are shown in Fig. 2, togethe~ with
the location of the FRF research pier. These survey
lines Were placed at the FRF property limits to
minimize influence of the pier on wave and sedi-
ment-transport processes. Jb,e offshore depth con-
tours at the lines. are straight and parallel.. All
profile elevation data given in this paper are refer-
encedto the US. 1929 National Geodetic'Vertical
Datum (NGVD) to which elevation is customarily
referenced at the FRF; and cross-shore distance is
referenced to the FRFbaseline unless otherwise
stated. The NGVDand Mean Sea Level (MSL)

t l .

Pro~il~ ~ne Number

~$~$:~~~:~2~~ E~;-!§~@~!~I~~

-40~

~
c:

1II sso

~ ----~ --] 70

-~~ ~

t-':"'/~~2J

I:~~~
Distance AtongsMore; m -(FRF Coorcinotes)

Fig. 2. Locations of survey lines relative to the FRF research
pier and bathymetry on 9 September 1988 (depths in meters

. relative to NGVD) lafter Leffleret al.. (990).



Line-no. No. of surve}'s first surve}' Lastsurve}'

58 306 810717 911218
62 340 810126 911218

1118 297 810120 911218
190 265 810717 911218

,

'.
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datum at the FRF are nearly the same, with the
relation given by MSL =NGVD+ 0.067 m.

The.FRF profile survey data for. 1981 to 1984

have been tabulated by Howd and Birkemeier
(1987a) and those for 1985 to 1991 were recently

tabulated by Lee and Birkemeier (1993). For the
present analysis, the profile data were made avail-

able. to the authors on magnetic. media' direCtly
from the FRE Table 1 summarizes the data avail-
able for this study. TypicaHy, between 2U and 5U
distance-elevation pairs were recorded during each
individual survey. The nominal horizontal spacing

between survey points is 6 m, with regions of steep

elevation change surveyed with smaller intervals.
All survey.s were made using the Coastal Research
Amphibious Buggy' (CRAB) (Birktmleier and
Mason, 19S4), which. is an ll-m: high, self-
propelled platform mounted on three large-

diameter wheels that can reach 8~m depth in rip
to 2-m high waves. Survey data are obtained with
a total survey station by tracking prisms mounted
on the CRAB. Horizontal.and vertical. accuracy

of this system for profile surveying is' estimated at
4 em, and the CRAB is considered a hydrographic
survey standard to which other systems are com-

pared (Clausner et aI., .1986). Systematic error or

bias in elevation due to slight wheel penetration
in the sea. bottom tends to cancel in taking differ-
ences in profile elevation, leaving only small.
random error as the principal variability compo-

.

nent of elevation.
The wave data used in this study were taken by

a waverider buoy located in 18-m water depth'
directly seaward of the FRF research, pier, as
analyzed by the staff dfthl:. FRF. Wave height was

obtained as energycbased significant wave height
calculated as.four times the standard deviation for
a 20-min water levelrecoid. The wave period was

Table 1
Summary of data. for the four profile surve}'lines at the fR.f

determined as that corresponding to the peak in
the energy spectrum. Wave height and period were
typically recorded every 6 hr but more frequently
during .some parts of the observation period, for
which hourly values were recorded.

.

Hourly values for the water level are available
from a tide gage located at the end of the research
pier at the approximate 4-m depth contour. The
influence of water level was not included in this
study because its typical period of variation was

,significantly shorter than the time between surveys,
am;! the variation in most cases was almostsym-
metrical about the mean value and covered several
tidal cycles. The average tidal range atDuck is
about 1 m.

.

The mean significant wave height' for the. entire
measUrement series consisting of 32,027. individu-
ally recorded heights was 1.09 m (in 18-m water
depth) and the mean peak spectral period was 8.4

.
s. The maximum significant wave height recorded
during the II-year measurement period was 6.8 m,

which occu,rred during a storm in September 1985.

At Duck the wave height exhibits clear seasonality,
with lower waves .occurring during the summer
and higher waves in the winter, whereas the.mean .
period remains fairly constant throughout the year..

Table 2 summarizes the sIgnificant wave height and
peak spectral period in 18-m water depth according

to the defined 3-month seasons. The.average yearly
maximum wave height is highest in the winter and
lowest in the summer, as expected, although this
pattemis not observed in the overall largest wave
heights recorded in the measurtmlent series' for
each season, because hurricane and extratropical

v.. Table 2

I\. wave climate statistics', 1981-1991, Duck, North Carolina

Time period Mean Mean }'earl}' 'Maximum Mean
height maximum height periOd
(m) height (m) (m) (s)

Winter (lan-Mar) 1.28
Spring (ApFJun) 0.95
Summer (lul-SOp) 0.88
Fall (Oct~Dec) 1.21
Year 1.09

3.4
2.6
2.2
3.3
2.9

4.8
5.2
6.8
5.6
6.8

8.4
8.3
8.5
8.4
8.4

*Wave -statistics refer to. the energy-based significant --,wave
height and peak spectral period measured in 18.m water depth.
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storms can arrive in September and continue
through April. The largest average monthly wave

height of 1.36 m occurred in March, and the lowest
average monthly wave height of 0.63 m occurred

in July, The maximum monthly wave height as an
average for each month of the 11 years of record

was 3.5 m artd occurred in Fel?ruary, and the
lowest average maximum wave height was. 1.4 m,

for July.

3. Average (time-independent) profile properties
.

3.]; Longshore spatial variability

I

I

t

. The average profile shape was computed for the
four survey lines for all surveys in the period of
record (1981-1991). Because: individual survey
points occur at varying distances from the baseline, .

interpolation (linear) was employed to obtain

common points for averaging. The average profiles

for the four survey lines have very similar shapes
(see Fig. is for an example), with a steep foreshore
joining to a gentle slope a short distance seaward

of the shoreline, However, Lines 58 and 62, located'
north of the pier, have subaerial portions located
somewhat more seaward of the FRF baseline in

, comparison with Lines 188 and 190 to the south

(Larson and Kraus, 1992b). Because two long-
si).ore bars (inner and outer bars) are usually
present in the nearshore at the FRF, the computed
average profiles have two regions where the cross,

shore beach gradient does not monotonically
decrease. Larson (1991) showed that the modified
equilibrium profile, an extension of the Dean

. (1977) eqUilibrium profile that includes fining of

grain size .offshore between two grain-size limits at

the profile end.s, well describes the long-term
average profile shape .at Du'ck. The long-term

average profile a,tbuck and the equilibrium profile

-.have eflectively the same shape (Larson and Kraus,
I 992a). Fig.3 shows the diflerence between
average profiles with reference to that of Line 62,

for which the average profiles were aligned with
respect to the mean shoreline position, horizontal

coordinate O. The aligned average profiles are
'virtually identicaiexcept at the dune. (The average
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Fig. 3. Differences in average profile elevation with respect to

Line 62,

profile shape for Line 62 is given in Fig. 6 for
reference.) .

The movement of speCific depth contours was
correlated between different pairs of survey lines'
for the l1-year record, Fig. 4 displays the correia:
tion coefficient as a function of profile' elevation
for Line 62 in combination with the other three
survey lines. Contour movement on neighboring
Line' 58 is well correlated with that on Line 62;
however ,at a water depth of 1-2 m, the correlation'

. coefficient decreases markedly although stilI show-
ingreasonably high correlation. In this depth
region, the inner bar responds rapidly to changes
in wave~ in combination with.otherhydrodynamic
forcing, giving rise to local variations in.bar loca-
tion. During times when onshore transport pre-
vails, crescentic bar formations develop with
alongshore spatial periodicity (Lippman and
Holman, 1990).

.
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Fig. 4. Correfaticm coefficient for. contour movemenl with
respect to Line ~~:.
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orrelation in contour !11ovement between Line

an~ the surve! lines south of the pier is lower,
high coefficient values occur only in' water

ths gr~ater than 5 m. In the region of the inner

there IS almost no correlation between Line 62
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er th~ between Lines 58 and 62, particularly
he region of the inner bar where the value

er dropped bdow 0.7 (mininmm occurred at
2-m water depth). The correlation analysis has
s~own that at depths greater than 5 m, profil~

utlOn at Duck is similar, for a longshore length
e of about I Ian, whereas, in shallower water
alongshore response of the profile is similar a~
gth scale one order of magnitude less; III the
n of the inner bar, even neighboring profile

ey lines show different responses.

further investigate the similarity in respoITse
e profile survey lines, empirical eigenfUITctions
.calculated for thep~riod of .record using
Ipal component analysis (Winant et al., 1975;
ey, 1979). The analysis was based on the

riance matrix, for \vhich the average beach
e ~t each ~ey line was subtracted prior t~..
latmg the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For
~rvey lines, the, first three eigenvectors
medabout 75% of the variation in the datil
eemenf with Birkemeier(1984), who ana~
a shorter time series of profiles. Fig. 5 com-
the first three eigenvectors. for Lines 58 and
e ahnC,)stidentical eigenvectors for the two

indicate a pronounced similarity in patterns
e exchange of material across the profile.

Ef --.~5tI
- : 62

XJO 400- eoo
-Offsho<o..m

. 5. First three eigenvectors [or Lines 58 and 60.

T,helower eigenvectors for Lines 188 and 190
display the same kind of similarity as for Lines 58
and 62, but the eigenvectors for the lines north
and so~th of the pier differ, possibly due to wave
shadQwIng by the pier on Lines 188 and 190 f
th d

.
.' romepre ommant incident waves, which arrive out

of the north. Thus, in agreement with the result

of. the p~evious1y. discussed. correlation analysis,
nelghbonng survev lines ..."hihit .;",;1~~ --~"}-..,

.
.. -. ---:"'-~-.-:

~"""'''''''L&''''''''
Y1'V~.U.iCresponse to wave actIOn, whereas lines north and

south of the pier respond in a somewhat different
. manner.

As a third measure of quantifying spatial scale
of .profile ,response, the S~Ill of absolute depth
change acr~ss the profile was. calculated for pairs

ofcons~ut~ve profile surveys.on each line (depth
chang~ IS dlscllSsed ill detail below; only sUrveys
~xtendin~ beyond a water depth of 6 m wen:
mcluded !n the present analysis). This sum repre-
sen~ a measure of the total profile change that
occurred between two surveys, and a time series
of such. sums was obtained for each line.
Correlatio~ between the lines gave a coefficient

.
value .of 0..77 for Lines. 5&and 62, and a value' of-
0..83for Lmes l8~and 190. Corresponding correla-
tion values for lines north and south of the pier
were aro.und 0.6; thus,. this m~ure confirros the.
observatiollSfrom the earlier analysis. .

Bas~d 0\1 ~h,eabover~ults, most of the fOllowing

labor-mtenslve. calculatIOns were limited to Line

62.. As found above, thetong-term statistical prop- .

erties of the beach, su~h as average profile shape;
sh,ould ~e representative fOf .a lerigth scale of
~ev~~l kilometers, wh,ereas quantities derived from'
mdlVldual profile sUrveys in general are valid (Wer
length scales of several hUITdred meters: For.'

selected individual. surveys, markedly. dijfer-ent
response could be found al~o for I1eighboring lineS

(compare Salle~~r e~ al. 1985), J>ut in a majority
of the surveys smulartty between neighboring lines

. was observed.
.' '

.
Fig. 6 displays the average profile calculated for

LIne ~2 and envelopes of 1Il3ximurn and minimum

elev~tlOn recorded in any survey, plotted with the

me?lan grain size as determined from. surficial

~ed~me~t samples. .Theelevationellvelopes give an
mdlcatlOn of relative profile variability during th,e
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Fig. 6. Average. profile elevation. maximum and minimum
elevation envelopes," and median grain' size across shore,
Line 62.

measurement period, showing areas where maxi-
mum change in elevation occurred. Profile eleva-
tion variation (distaD:ce between minimum and
maximum depth envelope)' decreases significantly
at a depth between 4 and 5 m, which approximately
corresponds to the location of the break point f9r
the higher waves during a severe storm. The profile
envelope, although clear in showing. extremes in

,..eleyatiop_variability, reflects ~
'.. influence. of..

mainly uurelated single points,along the profile;
results of more robust llIethods for describing the
variability that involve allthe data points are given'
below. Coarser material' is located close to the
shoreline,

.

and median grain size decreases with
distance offshore and becomes approximately con-
stant about 200 III from the shoreline, where. it is
slightly lesS than 0.2 mm.

In Fig: 6 it is seen that, seaward of the average
4-m depth, the deviation of the miITimum depth
envelope from. the average depth is greater 'than
the deviation of the maJCimum depth from the
average. In:contrast, landward of about the 4-m
average depth the deviation of maximum depth is
greater. As discussed below, large 'storms tend to
raise the profile in the offshore and lower it in the
nearshore, creating.. this asymmetry' in profile
envelope:

3.2. Cross-shore pr()file variability

.To quantify variability in elevation along' the
profile, its standatd deviation was computed at
fixed locations using the entire, data set (Kraus

81

and Harikai; 1983; Birkemeier. 1984; Howd and
Birkemeier, 1987a). '. '

Fig. 7'shows the variation in standard deviation
of elevation as a function of average elevation for
the four survey lines. Depth variability decreases
markedly at an average depth of abour 4. m, as
indicated. by the steep gradient in standard devia-
tion. Thus, most of the beach profile clIange occurs
shoreward of the 4-m depth contour. although
exchange of material occasionally does take place
with the deeper portion of the profile, producing
a small depth variation in this region.

Neighboring pairs of survey lines exhibit similar
variation in ~tandard deviation across the profile
(Fig. 7), whereas the lines north and south of the
FRF pier exhibit somewhat different characteris-
tics seaward of the 4-rn depth contour. Lines I 88
and 190 have a peak in standard deviation at a
depth of about 5 m,-whereas a similar but smaller
peakis found for Lines 58 and 62 at about 6-m
depth.- Similarity, in profile variability between
neighboring lines, particularly in deeper water,
indicates that the overall profile response is well
correlated for Lines 58-62 and Lin.es 188-190,
respectively: As discussed below, the variation' in
depth in the outer part of the profile was produced
by ,a few extreme storms that vertically displaced
the entire profile in this region. After these storms,
material returned slowly to the inshore portion of
the profile, so that the seaward part of the profile
deviated from the average shape for a considerable
tim,e in surveys madcsubsequent to the storm.

Figs. 6 and .7 indicate that,' for most of the

E
!O.8

~
~o.$
c0
c;
~-M
a

i
«102(j)

-.uno

--58

-
62

~~s~
. .

0
.10 -4

.2, 0 2
Mean ?ronte 8e'.ra.tJon. m

Fig. 7. Standard deviation in elevation as a function of average

elevatio~. Lines 58. 62. 188. and 190.
. .
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-year period of record, movement of sediment
urredmainly on the section of the profile
ated shoreward of the 4-m depth COlJtour;alJd

at sand transport in deeper water waS consider-
Iy less; This type,of observation has influenced

~

ineer~ t.c. define adepth of cl6suri: that repre-
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-rt seaward of this depth can be considered
'giblefor applications such as structure siting

d be-ach,fiil design." '
s 'analtemativemeasureof variability along
profile, change at selected elevations was calcu~

ed fr~m pairs of consecutively surveyed profiles
assigned to the respective average 'elevation

,the pair. For depths greater tiJ.an about 3 m
less than about 1m, a unique contourJocati()n
any existed, but for the intermediate-depth

ge (1-:3 m), where an~innerbar was frequently
sent contour location was often double-valued.

'

the case of double values, the most seaward
tour Iqcation was selected for analysis 'because

most exposed, to. the incident waves, and it
uld better indicate profile variability than the
esponding depth contour located inshore.

'

though change, in profile elevation Was calcu-
d, emphasis here is on elevation below NGVD
ept~,andit is convenient to refer to depth

nge In much of the following. An early study
aximum change 'in.bed level at' the FRF

Wall.and Christenson, 1984) \Vas Pl:rfo~ed
ead-line survey from the pier, and maximum'
h change (sand level change) from surroundii1g
ient surface was found to be correlated with
e ~eight. ~epresent work employs high-
lutlOn rePl:t!t!ve surveys on lines distant from
pier and 'automated ,.analysis prOcedures to
d!ind .refine the earlier study.
ange in depth between consecutive surVeys
taken as a rl:presentativeindicator of beach
e change (compare .1mnan and Rusnak,
), The average. survey tirne interv!il. for the

frequently surveyed Lin~ 62 was ,'13 days,
a. stal!dar9- deviation, of 7.5 days. However,
change displayed no correlation with length

e survey interv!il, representing the integrated
nse of the profile to the wave climate existing

een. t~e two consecutive surveys. Due, to the
lexity of this tesponse, as a first step elevation

ge was treated as a random variable,.alIoWing

its statistical' properties to be determined based on
the measurements. Such an analysis, which treats
depth change as an indePl:ndent series of events
neglects information contained in the tini~

, sequence.of the recorded depth change, such as
seasonality in, profile response and more /short-
term cyclical accretion!!!)' and erosional sequences.
The related variable of absolute depth change was
found to be an informative descriDtor, f!ivin<' ~
unified me~ure of profile change. at' a~~~~~
elevation, for , which not only the time sequence is
neglected but also the directioll of the elevation
change. ,

'Fig.8 plots
-
the average absolute elevation

Ch~?e across the profile for all survey lines. A
~tnking feature of the absolute elevation change is

,

Its synI1IlC:tryabout a location slightly seaward of
the NG:W shoI:Jine, for aUTour lines, where the

~h~ge IS a maJQmurn. The absolute depthcharige
'Indicates profile yariability across shore that is

qualitatively similar to the standard deviation in
depth (Fig. 7), but gives !f clearer description in
deeper water. Mter a major storm, when the
offshore.portion of the profile has been signifi-
cantly displaCed and recovery under siii3lierwaVeS-
toward theequilibriurn depth condition takes place
slowly, a marked increase wjll aPPl:ar-inthestan-

~~deviation of depththat)s not indicative of
Significant profile change. The almost constant
average del'th changejn Fig. 8 in deeper water is
mainly ,elated tOSuf\Tey accuracy, whetethe smal!
variability would produce an apparent persistent
depth. change. At, the ~(m depth contour, the
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Fig. 8. Average absolute elevaiion change across shore, LineS

58, 62, 188, and 190.
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standard deviation in absolute depth change was
almost constant (0.025 m) for all survey lines,
providing a good pragmatic estimate of the survey
accuracy of the CRAB. .

The probability of .exceedance for' a specific
absolute 'depth chang~ at a certain depth was
computed from the measured time series of depth,
changes andrelate<i to a retum Pl:riod as available
i!1the II-year record. .Fig. 9 shows the frequency.
distribution curves of absolute depth change, for
four depths for the four survey lines, illustrating
the return period forthe ex~dance of a sPl:cific
absolute depth change. For example, for Line 62,
at' the averagedf:Pth of 4m, a dl:pth change of 0.3
m is exceeded on the avetage once every year,
whereas the" same change occurs almost every
month at the 2~JIl depth. FreqjJency distiibutian
curves such as those presented in Fig. 9 ,define a:
aepth ,of closure in a probabilistic context, with
the clOSUre depth' gIven as a specified absolute
depth change n()t exceeded mote often than a
selected return Pl:riod. The depth change show~ in
Fig. 9 also indiCates that the four profile. lines
respond similarly tQ wave action with. reference to

--'comparative de.pthchange. . .

3.3, Bar properties

Larson and Kraus (1992a,b) Pl:rformed an
intensive analysis to. quantify geometric and
dynamicproPl:rtlesof natural longshore barS at"
the FRF. Longshore bars teduce erosive energy
re~chingthe surf zone by breaking the 41cident

2- -,... 58

--,-. ,62
E1.S. ~ 188
Ii -190

I(J
~t
&

t
"0.3 1 3 ,30100

, ",,--yea<

Fig. 9. frequency distributions of absolute depth change at

selected depths.
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waves, and bars also function as a temporary
storage location for, sand in the offshore. Thus,
these features are of. importance in conm~ction
with !:>eachprofile change, as well as in surf z()ne
hydrodynamic and sediment. transport processes,
and portions of the' profile that experience the
gre~test cross-shore transport and depth 'change
often cO'incide with the locations where 10ngshoreU
bars appear. Another motivation fOr mvestigating
natural longshore' bars is their similanty with
nearshore betms cti:aterl from dredged material,
suggeSting that rationalcriteriaand procedures for
designing nearshote berms may be derived "by
analyzing the behavior of natural bars (McLellan

~~ and Kraus, 1991; Latson and Kraus; I992a).
In thisstlidy, bars were defined through intersec-

tions of the measured profile with the modified
equilibrium profile (Larson,I99l) that was leastc
square fitted to the average profile, where areas
along the subaqueous part of the profile located
above the modified equilibrium profile constituted
a bar (Larson and "Kraus, 1992a,b). Because the
foul' surVey IinesdisplaytXi similar overall long-
term behavior, focus of the considerable analysis

'of bar properties was directed at Line 62, which
contains the largestnurnber of surveys (340). The
following proPl:rties were calculated for every iden-
tified bar of each individual profile survey: depth
to bar crest he; bat length Lb; bar height Zm;bar
volume Vb; location of bar mass center Xcg; and

,bar sPl:ed D.xcJilt; where M is the time interval.
between profile surveys determining Xcg. FIg. 10

,defines the various .bar properties, where the
inshore part of the modified equilibrium profile is
shown together with a typical profile.

In most of the surveys, two bars can be identified

t,

E- .".1
~'-lW Vb

£-3
Xcg

--...

-5100 200 2~O JCO

Distance Ofl5hor~ (m)
350150 ~oo

Fig. 10. Definition sketch of calculated bar properties.



Minitnum Maximum Q2S*

0,6 2.5 1.3
0.2 1.7 0.7
6 102 29

35 280 70
150 330 200

Minimum Maximum Q2S* Q7S*

1.3 5.1 3.4 4.1
0 1.4 0.27 0.6
0 120 20 67

25 280 150 200
200 520 390 440

.--....
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ng the profile" an inner bar and an outer bar
owd and Birkemeier, 1987a). During extended

riods of low waves, the outer bar disappears
d only the inner bar persists. The center of mass
the outer bar was typically located about 300
from the shoreline, whereas the location of the
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haracteristic distance of 100 m from the shore-
. The, outer bar experiences 'breaking waves
y during major storms, in contrast to the inner

that is exposed to wave breaking most of the
r, resulting in greater variability in its position.
s, the inner and outer bars display significantly

erenttemporal behavior.
abIes 3 and 4surnmarize calculated morphOdy-
ic parameters for the inner and outer bars,
ectively. The average depth to crest for the
r bar was 1.6 m,average maximum bar height
m, and average bar v6lume45 m3/m based on
profiles where an inner bar was identified. The
age speed ofthe inner bar was '104 m/dayfor

hore movement and 2.6m/day for offshore
ement, ,with maximum calculated speeds of

and 18 m/day, respectively. The average depth
rest for the outer bar was 3.8 m, average
imum bar' height 0.4 m, and average bar

3
-

tics for inner bar properties

rty Mean

volume 45' m3/m based on 221 profiles where an
outer bar wa~ present. Although the outer bar on
the average had a volume similar to the inner bar,
the maximum height was considerably less, giving
a much more gentle bar shape. The average speed
of the outer bar was 0.6 m/day for onshore move-
ment and 1.1 m/day for offshore movement, with
maximum speeds of 6.1 and 15.2 m/day, resPec-
tively. For st<>rm-induced bar movement, these
speeds, tend to be nnderestimates because of the
relatively long, tin1e interval between profile sur-
veys. Birkemeier(1984), Sunamuraand Takeda
(1984), Sallenger et ai. (1985) and Larson and
Kraus(1992a,b) have discussed bar movement in
the field, and Sunamuta and Maruyama (1987)
and Larson and Kraus (1989) have examined bar
movement generated, in large wave tanks, where
survey fi:equencyis greater. Bar speed and dimen-
sions are comparable between large wave tanks
and the field.

4. Time-dependent profile properties

Beach profile elevation varies at several temporal
.-

and spatial scales, and the variability in time and

tocmt em)
eight(m)
olume (m3/m)
Iigth (m)
ass center (m)

1.6
0.9

45
95

215

1.9
1.1

57
105
235

Q7S*

4
ics for outer bar properties

quantities Q2S and Q7S denote the limits for which 25 and 75% of the values are berow, mpectively.
.

rty Mean

to crest{m)
ight{m)
lume (m3/m)
gth em)
ss center em)

3.8
0.4

45
170
410

quantities Q2S and Q7S denote the limits for which 25 and 75% of the values are below, respectively.
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space is interconnected in the sense that changes
over longer time intervals tend to involve larger
portions of the profile. Asshown in severaLstudies
(e.g., Shepard, 1950; Winant et aI., 1975; Aubrey,
1979; Aubrey and Ross, 1985), a prominent char-
acteristic tin1e scale of beach profile. change is
associated with seasonal exchange of material
across the profile; Dl!ring late spring and summer,
material is mainly transported onshore by low-
$t~~P!!~SS1.V2:V~to bui!d-th~ fcr~shcr.~; si...TTI.u!ta-
neously as nearshore bars are reduced in-volume,
whereas, during fall and, winter,', high-steepness
waves erode the foreshore to build nearshore bars.
Thus material, is shifted. between the inner and
oute; portions' of the profile, going through an
annual cycle .with :a maximum amount ofmaterial
located along the inner portion of the profile at
the end of stimmer. c

Another characteristic time scale for the beach
profile is that of a single storm, which typically
brings 1 to 3 days of severe wave action for the
beach at Duck; A consecutive number of such
high-wave, long-period events separated at rela-
tively sport intervals is responsible for the seasonal

..shiftin.material across. the profile. Astonn rapidly
transports material seaward, to an area of the
profile where the action of waves and currents is
not strong enough to sustain the transport, and
the material' is deposited, 'often in the form of a
longshore bar. In this section we examine seasonal
changes in the profile, storm-induced changes, and,
finally, the relation ,between waves and profile
change.

@easonal variation inprofile morphology

The profile survey data were analyzed for sea-
sonal characteristics by dividing the year intQ four

.

time periods, encompassing the months of
January~March (winter), April-June (spring),
July-September (summer), and October-
December (fall). The analysis was initially
performed by month, but, to increase the number
of surveys within each data subset, it .was decided
to proceed with the analysis for quarters of the
year. Little additional information was gained. on
seasonal characteristics of the beach profile and

some reliability was lost by decreasing the time
interval of the analySis to a month.

Fig. II displays the main portion of the four
average seasonal profiles derived from all surveyed
profiles within the respective season, with the
number of profiles within a season varying between
66 and 110. The summer average profile has a
maximum amount of sand stored along the inshore
and the greatest depth along the offshore end of
th~ prcr.J~. In ~cntt~st, th~ ir...shcri Gf the .vvlnteI
profile achieves maximum depth relative to other
seasons, and a general decrease in depth occurs in
the offshore as material is slowly transported from
the inshore and deposited. The average spring and
fall profiles almost coincide and represent trans-
ition states between bounding or extreme states of
summer and winter average profiles. A pivot point
where all seasonal. average profiles' intersect is
located ata depth of about 2.6 m, in agreement
with observations of Aubrey (1979) reported
for Torrey Pines Beach .in southern California and
based on a.n ,empirical eigenfunction analysis.
Another intersection between the SUmmer .and
winter profile occurs at about 6-m depth (outside
the range shown in Eg.. II), but the vertical differ-
ence in elevation between the different seasona:I
profiles is small in this region. Thus, the extreme
storms tha.t significantly displace the profile in
deeper water produce a shift in the profile that
persists for considerable time, influencing the
average profile properties of consecutive seasons.

The standard deviation in profile elevation was
calculated by season for fixed locations across

Une62
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Fig. I r. Ayerage seasonal profiles: Jan-Mar. Apr-Jun.
Jul-Sep. and Oct-Dec. line 62 (only portion with main
change shown).
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re and plotted as a function of mean eleyation
ig.12). Seaward of the 4"m depth contour, the
ndard deviation is similar for all seasons except

er, where less profile variability is observed

~

ediatelY seaward of this contour. Further
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.rences appear. In spring,. a marked peak in
ndard deviation is noted around the shoreline,
Jsed by onshore transport in conn~ctif)n with

transition from winter to summer season.
ilarly, in fall there 'are two clearpeab around
3-m deI'>thcontour, indicating transition from
mer to winter profile shape under higher

ves.
verage absolute. elevation ch,mge was calcu-
d for each season. This measure better reflects
file movement in the offshore than standard
iation, because residual chartgesoccurring after
reme events do not influence consecutivecalcu-
ons of profile variability, as discussed in.connec-

with Fig. 8. Fig. 13 shows the average absolute
th change computed for the winter and summer
sons, clearly shoWing the larger swings in profile
ththat occur during winter. Around the vicinity
he shoreline, eleva.tion change during the winter
ypically almost twice as great as during the

er. The seaward limit' of significant depth
nge differs markedly betwee!i seasons;, in the
mer this depth is about 4 m, whereas in the'
ter some movement is noted as deep as 6 m.
elini'out of the curves in the seaward portion
he profile is related to survey accuracy and is

ependent of season.
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0
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12. Standard deviation in elevation as function of mean
tion for all seasons, Line 62.
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Fig. 13. Average absolute depth change with elevation, summer

and winter, Line 62.

Calculated frequency distribution curves for
absolute depth change also display a marked
dependence on season, where the exceedance prob-
ability for a certain depth change is considerably
higher during winter in comparison with summer.
Fig. 14 shows frequency distribution curves for
winter and summer for the. 2- ' and 4-m depth
contours. At the 4-mdepth, an absoltlte depth
change of 0.1 m was exceeded for 5% of the
changes. during,the summer, whereas the,same
depth change was exceeded for 25% of the changes
during the winter.

The larger depth-cIlangevalues in the empirical
frequency distribution curves are influenced by a
limited number of major storms' that' occurred
during the survey period. These storms may be
associated with wave-generating conditions differ-
ing from typical roeteorological conditions; thus,
strictly speaking, d~pth-change values associated

,, ,'--"'~-

s...on
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i ~J
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Fig. 14. Frequency distribution of absolute elevation change

at 2- and 4-m depths, summer and winter. Line 62.
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f

(

witb. extr,eme events may belong to a diffeJ:"ent
population and should be analyzed separately.
However, the number of such events is small, and
the basis for obtaining reliable estimates of the
return period for a specific depth change during
extreme storms is insufficient. Therefore, all data
are used in this analysis. The next section will
discuss beach profile response to extreme storms
to briu.& tv ligh.t some characteristics -of. profile
change that occur over time scales much shorter
than a season:

Q])Profile variation during extreme storms

Large storms produce major profile change On
a time scale of hours during which material is

-
transported offshore and deposited in deeper water -where the profile does not otherwise experience
significant depth change. Sallenger et"al. (1985)
tracked the response of the profile at Duck for
sev~al storms and observed, the rapidity of its
adjustment to the wave conditions, both during
the erosional and the accretionary phases of a
storm. The typical time period of 14 days between

-

consecutive surveys in the present data base does
not allow information to be derived on details of
the profile response during a storm, but the data
can be used to reveal the result of a storm. If we
restrict consideration to profile change produced
by the most' extreme storms, the criticality of
surveying immediately before and after a storm is
reduced because the change induced by the storm
will be considerably higher than that associated
with much smaller waves occurring before and
after the storm.

To examine extreme storm processes, the wave
data were analyzed to identify large storms, defined
as those for which' the significant wave height
exceeded 4 m. Eighteen storms satisfied this crite-
rion, and the four Jhat produced the most near-
shore erosion (and' had longer durations), were
selected for detailed examination of short-term
extreme profile change. The average absolute
volume change across the profile was employed as
a measure of profile change (Larson and Kraus,
1989), where only surveys extending beyon'd a
depth of 6 m were included. This measure was
calculated by integrating the absolute volume
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change between two consecutive surveys across
shore and dividing by the length of the profile over
which the change occurred.

The four storms producing the most profile
response during the measurement period are sum-
marized in 'fable 5, which gives the dates of the
profile surveys before and after' the storms, the
wave and water leveLconditions during the storm,
and overall nlcaSliies or-the profile change between
defining surveys. It is noteworthy that three of the
four largest storms occurred during 1989, and that
two of the storms, those of February and March,
were separated by only a few weeks. The roean
spectral peak period of 20 sassociated With the
1991 storm is much,greater than those of the other
storms. The 1991 storm was an unusually well-
developed northeaster that caused considerable
damage along the U.S. East Coast (Jensen and
Garcia, 1993).

The largest profile change recorded in terms of
absolute volume change during the measurement
period was produced by the storm of March 1989.
The profile surveys give a sum of absolute voluroe
change acr~ss the. profile of 8 V'o'=320

'
m3/m,

corresponding to an average cross:profile change
of 8 Vav= 0.37 m~1m2,where 8 V'o' has been di\'ided
by the length of the profile over which any change
occurred. However, the most extreme storms
induce change in the bottom topography: at water
depths beyond t.henormal maximum survey depth,
implying that volume-change values presented in

- Table 5 somewhat underestimate the actual
change. For comparison, the average cross-profile
change for all pairs of consecutive profiles was
0.099 m3/m2 based on all. surveys extending to
water depth beyond 6 m (272 surveys).

The quantity d Vavrepresents the average eleva-
tion change "between two consecutive surveys and'
could contain c~ntributions from both cross-shore
and longshore transport. During extreme storms,
forcing conditions are typically l/niform along-
shore and over larger'length scales than during
ordinary wave conditions which tend to produce
a bottom topography that is uniform alongshore.
as documented at Duck by Lippman and Holman
(1990). At the end of a storm. wave conditions
become accretionary, because the wave height
decreases while the wave period remains high.



ate Hma~ Dur4 HS4 Tpo hmax .11V",,1 .1lVavl .1V
(m) (h) (m) (s) (m) (m'fm) (m3/m2) (m'/m2)

90221-890227 4.6 13 4.3 11.1 1.20 215 .0.26 42
90227-890312 4:3 16 4.1 10.7 1.43 320 0.3"7 62
91221-,-891228 5.6 22 4.6 11.2 1.06.. 220 0.25 94
It 023-911103 4.8 18 4.4 19.3 1.37 200 0.26 -68

-.....
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abieS
arametersoffour major stoqrts at Duck, North Carolina, over 1981-1991

m==m\IXimum significant wave height; Duro=duration the sign~cant wave height exceeded 4 m; H.. and Tp4=mean signific~t
ave height arid peak spectral period during the time period Duro, respectively; hmax=maximum water elevation above NOVO;
1V,.,I=surn of absolute volume change acroSs the profife; .1lVa,,/=mean absolute volume change across the'profile; and .1V=net
lume change across the profile.

romoting development of morphological features
at display marked three-dimensionality along-
ore such as crescentic bars. Thus, even though
ormscause' profile change that tendsJo be uni..
an aiongshore, post-storm recovery would tend
produce different morphologic development at

ighboring sin-Veyinglines, where the alongshore
riation is governed by the characteristic length
ale of. the Inorphological features produced by
e accretionary wave conditions.
The absolute volmnechange AV,~, listed in
ble 5 was computed .for the storms across the
ur survey lines to examine alongs,hore uniformity
the profile ~ponse. The average values of A V,o'

r the fours-urvey-lines' were, in chronological
der ofthe four storms, 210, 250, 200, and 200
1m. The deviation. from the averages was at
st 15% for an. individual line, except for the

arch 1989 stortn,which displayed considerably
ger profile change north of the pier in compari-

to the lines to the south, giving' a deviation
m the average of about 30";'" For this stOml,
pre:storm profile north and south of the pier

d distinctly different shapes, with consiaerably
re

. materil!lstored above NGVD north of the
r.. This material was moved offshore by the
an, and the post-storm profiles surveyed at
rchl2, 1989~at'every similar for the four lines,
y differing somewhat in.the shape of the outer

"-
ig.15 illustrates the typical profile response at

ck to extreme storms. The surveys made .before
after the storms in February and March 1989
shown together with the calculaled elevation
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Fig. 15. Profiles surveyed at Line,62 before and after the
storms in February and, March 1989, .together 'with the
calculated elevation ch~ge betw~n consecutively surveyed
profiles. '
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change that occurred between the surveys (note
that the first surveyaft~r the February 1989 stonn
also serves as the firSt survey prior to the March
1989 stonn) The February storm moved the inner
bar offshore, flattening it considerably, and verti-
cally displaced the outer portion. of the profile an
almost constant amount 0(0.1 m. The profile
above NGYD experienced no. change during the

. February storm, which' is typical for ..the beach at

.Duck. The March storm,. however,.caused~major
erosion above NGVD and deposited more material

on the outer portion of the profile, raising it
another 0.15 m. During the February. storm a
water level of + 1.0 m NGVDwas exceeded about
6 hours, whereas this water level was exceeded
approximately i9hrfor the March storm. The
higher water level during the March stonn allowed

1000
~

"
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waves to attack: the dune, causing erosion in' this
region not experienced during the February storm.

The maximum positive (accretion) and negative
(erosion) elevation changes that occur .during a
storm are typically related to the formation and
movement of bars and to erosion of the' dune.
Material eroded from the dune is often transferred
past the shoreline and deposited just seaward of
the shQreiine. ror eJ>ampie, a iarge amount. ot the
material eroded above NGVD by the March storm
was deposited in shallow water seaward of the
shoreline, with a maximum elevation increase of
1.7 m (Fig, 15). Simultaneously, the elevation of
thedUIle face decreased 1.4 m, and a pronounced
troU:gh was formed about 300 m from the' FRF
base liqe, ata depth of 4.2 m. Larson and Kraus
(1991), using a dune erosion and profile numerical
simulation model, show. that the extent of seaward
tratlsport of material from the dune to beyond the
shoreline depends on the <;iuration ofthe storm.

Along the outer portion of the prOfile, ftom
approximately 45-m.depth (approximate seaward
terminus of tl1e outer bar) and seaward, 1lllalmost
conSplnt upward'vertical displacemenLofbetween.
<Y.10-O.l5 m occurred for the extreme stonns
(Fig. 16). This upward vertical shift along the
outer portion of the prOfile occurred in 15 of the
18 .major storms; of..the remaining .three m~jor
storms, ,one.' had }nixed onshore-offshore trans-
port, and two .stbrms produced erosion (March
1983 and October 1991) along the outer profile.
The Octoberl991 storm stands unique iIlthe
l1-yearmeasurement record and in general Cor the
mid-Atlantic OCean because of its unusually long
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Fig. 16.. Depth change al()Og outer part of the profile for four

major storms..
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(20-s) wave period, which increased the depth
about O.13 m along the outer portionof the profile,
in exceptional contrast to the other storms.

If it is assumed that profile change dllring the
storms in Table 5 was primarily produced by cross-
shore transport, i.e., gradients in longshore trans-
portwerereJatively small: the equation or sand
conservatron may be integrated between two con-
secutive surveys to yield the cross-shore transport
rate distribution. The integration' was performed
from the shoreward end of the profile, where no
elevation change was observed, to the most sea-
ward common survey point. The calculation gave
the surprising resuLt that for three of the four
stOrms listed in Tables 5 (the exception being the
very long-period October 1991 storm) and for 10.
of the 18 major storms .(those with wave height
greater than 4 m), material moved onshore through
the seaward end of the profile. The increase in ilit
profile volume for the' three~major storms and
decrease in net volume acro~s the profile for. the
fourth (October 1991) storm are listed in the last
colU!hn of Table 5; For the October 1991 storm,
the. cross-shore transport rate calculij,tion indicated,
",Joss of material through tne seaward end of
the profile.,

f.j)ReI~tion between waves and profi!e

The nearshore b~ach profile' at Duck, directly
expused to the Atlantic Ocean, mainly

.
responds

to short-period waves, either dIrectly through the
wave orbital velocity and turbulence, or indirectly

, through cross-shore '. currents and- long-period
waves induced by the short-period waves.
However, the resulting beach change is also con-
trolled by water level, which, at the shore, partly
deperids on the wave heighiand period, .as well as
general characteristics .of the beach. su.c.has profile
shape-and grain size distribution. The, combined
influence of these factotsmakes it difficult to derive
simple relationships between beach change and the
wave properties. For example. -two stomis with
nearly the same wave codditions might produce
different be:iCh change, depending on the time
history of the water levelal1d the pre-storm profile
shape, or even wind direction. The water Ievel' and
profile shape determine the portion of the profile
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cted upon by the waves ,and the amount of
aterial that needs to be moved for- the profile to

pproach equilibrium with the prevailing wave
onditions.

~

Larson and Kraus (l992a,b) derived relation-
ips between .longshore bar and wave properties
r the beach at Duck and imposed thresholds for
ange to arrivea:t an a.cceptable level of signifi-
!lce i!l the c!!.kmatio!l. .Although the field data
t from'Duck is unparalleled with respect to high
solution in time and space of profile evolution,
e average spacing in time for the most intensively
rveyed line (Line 62) is 13 days. As observed by
nu (1970), Birkemeier (1984) andSalienger
al. (1985) iIi. the field, and by Sunamura and

aruyania (1987) and Larson and Kraus (1989)
rough analysis of large wavetai1kdata, the time
ale of profile responseas.sociated with a storm is
ort for both the erosional phase and initial post-
omi recovery; with significant changes occurring
er a few hours. Thus, a specific'survey in the
esentdatasetusually represents the integrated
suit of wave and water leyei conditions that
evailed since the previolls' Pfofilesurvey, and
aracterization of the variable forcing by using a
t of statistical parameters 18difficult. .

After applying a threshold on the change in bar
lume and the location o[,thebar mass center,
fson arid Kraus (l992a,b) related change in
rious . bar properties to the wave cQnditions,
hQugh there was still considerable scatter in the
ta. Thc::nQn-dimensionalized depth'tobar crest
dchange iri .bar volume were both shown to be
ctions of the dimensionless fall speed parameter

IvT, where Hand T are representative statistical'
ve heig)1t and periQd,respectively, and. w is a
resentative fall speed of the sediment. .Several
pie criteria (Krauset aI., 1991) have been
.
ved to determine onshore and' offshore move.~

ilt of t!1e irinci and outer bars (Larson arid
aus, 1992b), The giteriaare expressed in terms

-non-dimensional parameters characterizing
ve aM profile properties, such as dimensionless
I speed, wave steepnc::ss, and sediment Froudc::

ber, where the wftvc::properties refer to deep-
ter conditions. The dividing line that best distin-
shed points correspondingto . onshore and
hore bar movement was drawn by visual

jnspection for the parameter-pair cQmbinations,
and empirical coefficient values were established.

In~thepresentstudy, we established 'the depen-
dence of deptl1 change at different depths in terms
of the. wave height, noting that. the wave period
varies little, on average, at Duck. The conditional'
probability of obtaining a specific absQlute depth
change was determined separately for wayes'that
nc',r.nITp.n hp.twp:p.n f'nnc:pC':"tivp. c:nrvpvc: wi.th m~Y;-
~ ~-:--, : ' "'-- -..~ & ~~

mum significant wave heights Hr=x lying above or
below 2 m. A maximurri significant wave height of
2 m was selected tQ signify time intervals with and
without notable storms (significant wave heights
greater t4an 2m OccUJ'about 10% of the time in
the wave time series, corresponding to., a return
period of a llttle.more than a month). Fig. 17
displays curves giving the probability that a specific

absolut.edepth change I,I,tthe + and6-m water
depths is not exceeded for the two conditiQns of

Hniax above or ~low 2 m.
-.

The empirical distribution' function. associated
with wave~ of Hmax:> 2 m gives a considerably
larger prQbability for <J.specific absolute depth
changein+.m water depth compared to the distri-
bution function for waves with Hin';;'< 2m. This .-.-

was fQund to 1:>ethe case over the entire range of
depth changes' available in. the ..measurements.
However; at the 6-m depth the diffe:renceis small
between the distributjo.n functions associated with
H,,- above andbc::low 2 m, except for larger depth
changes. Depth change caused by Hmax> 2 m
implies a markedly larger exceedance probability

":?:O.6

!
2a.. 0.4

Water DPnth 6 m
Hmax <2_OJ:A

'
Hmax>"'2..D-m

W::!tAf'0P-nth.4m
~ 1-Im3X<Z:Om

- - Hinax>=2.0m

0.1

(I

-0.0001 0.01 O.t
Absolute Depth Change. m

Fig. ILProbability that a specific absolute depth change is
not exceeded at water depths of 4 and 6 m based on the.
condition that the associated ma.~in1u!Dsignificant wave height
between surveysis above and below 2'!D.

.
':J
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for changes to. be greater than 5 cm,indicating
that many 'time intervals with Hmax>2 m do not
induce significant bottorn change at 6-mwater
depth. In cantrast, at the.. +mdepthal1 time
intervals with Hmax> 2 m contain significant depth
changes that are distinctly greater than those that
occur during time periods with Hmax< 2 m.

In'order to characterizethe waves, a distribution
fnnr:t1nn for th~ hP.1oht W::.C:rlpr1'tTp.r1h~~prl nn- thp

--- o-~- ---~._- ~~-- ~&~-
time series. of wave-measurementS:. As previously
discussed, the measurements consisted of energy-
based'significant .wave height. typically recorded
every 6. hours, and no illformation was available
on individu~ wave heights. Thus, to obtain a
distribution function for the wave. height,

.

some
assumptions were needed to convert from a .time
series of significant wave height tQstatistics related
to. .individual waves.' If it 'is: assumed'. that the
properties of the random sea 'vary ~lowly ih time,
the variation in the Sea surface elevation is approXi-
mately Gaussian during each wave ~ecording, and
the wave height follows a. Rayleigh' distribution.
Thus, to. derive an overall distribution function for
individual ~aves a Rayleigh' distributian was
-assumed to. be valid for each record; Cind<illthe

.

reslilting Rayleigh distributions were averaged with
equal weight to YIeld the overall distribution. The

root-mean-square wave height. H- for each
Rayleighdistributianwas obtaiIled by multiplyiIlg
the significant wave height by 0.706. t.his treatment.
neglects sequential inforrnationin the data, such

as. seasonality or correlation between successive
wave heights; however, the purpose here is tQ
obtain an overall statisti6il characterization of the

. wave conditions, and the' results are considered to
be an adequate first approxima.tion.

Breaking waves have it pronounced influence on
the profile development beC1,I.usethe:: generated
turbulence mobilizes sediment and promotes trans-
port of seqiment to am.u<;h grea~enlegree than
non.b~eaking waves. The ratio. of broken waves
was calculated at different water depths, including
shoaling but neglecting refraction, based on the
ov~ral1 distribution funCtion by truncating this
function at a' wave height of 0:78 times the local
water depth. Fig. 18 plots the ratio of broken
waves a~ a function of water depth together with
the average absolute depth change aCrass shore
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Fig. 18. Ratio of broken waves as a function of water depth
calculated from a single Rayleigh distribution. and as the
average of the sum of individual Rayleigh distributions,
together with the average absolute depth change across the
profile at survey Line 62. .
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for Line 62. The ratio of broken _waves is also

"hown as computed with a single Rayleigh distribu-
tion assumed to be valid for the entire wave
measurement series' (Hnns =0.91 m). The figure.

. clearly shows that using a single RayleighdistrHm-
tion underestimates the ratio of broken wayes in
deeper water as compared to the sum of individual..
Rayleigh. distributions-

The cQrrelation between. the ratio of broken
waves and the average absohitedepth change at
points across shore was 0.18 (this value is numeri-

.cally the same as but riot directly related to the'
breaking wave height to water depth ratio. dis-
cussed above). Broken waves should act-on the
profile for a considerable distance shoreward' of
the incipient break point because organized wave
energy is dissipated through turbulent motion over
the breaker travel distance. Thus, in order to
evaluate a. possible shift in influence by .broken
Waves on profile depth change, aCross-correlation
an![lysis was performed between the absolute depth
change and ratio of broken waves Tor different
spatia! lags implemented in terms of water depth.
The results indicated that the ratio of broken
waves wa~ as well or .somewhat better correlated

,

with depth change in more shallow water (shore-
ward locations) as compared to correlatian results
with no spatIal lag, and markedly lower correla-
tions were found for spatial lags that implied larger
depths (seaward location).' The correlation
dropped off six times more steeply in the seaward
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Referencesirection as compared to the shoreward direction,
nd for a spatial lag corresponding to 1.5-m water
epth in the shoreward direction the correlatioIl
oefficieut remained above 0.70.

The fairly high correlation oetween the ratio of

~

Oken waves and depth change prompted closer
tudy of how these variables are related. A relative
easure was employed by dividing the depth

~~:;,- ~:_~~_:~';::':~~~ ;: ~~"'~~
~ '"''-1:'''''''''''

-""""~""',ef-
"" ...-............

f broken waves. Along the outer part of.Jhe
rofilewhere the ratio of broken. waves is low
nd the water depth increases gra(iually, the limit
fsurvey accuracy produces a constant relative
epth change. Further inshore, for a ratio of aboJlt
.001, the relative depth change. begins increasing,
eing approximately linear in the log-log plot up

a ratio of 0.01. Shoreward of the location where
Yoof the waves break, the relative depth change

again close to linear, but with a greater slope
an

.
at seaward locations. At the break point

etween the. two approximately linear seginents
ithdifferent slopes, both.. the .relative' depth
ange and the ratio of broken waves are approxi-
ately 1%. This point corresponds to about 4.5-m
ater depth, the seaward terminus of the outer bar;

summary and conclusions

Analysis of an ll-year tithe series of highc
solution profile surveys made. on a ~elatively
raight mid-Atlantic sandy beach has greatly
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expanded quantitative understanding of the tem-
poral and spatial changes in the beach profile. In
the following, we summarize major resultS and
cog,~sions of this study.

<f!..1.Long-term average profile shape is the same
for longshore distances on the order of a kilometer
(Fig. 3), and the average seasonal profile shape
consists of two extreme states, summer andwinter,
through which the spring and autul11~shapes are
a!mast id~!1tica!2.s tra!lsitic!1 st2.t~s b~r..v~~::ithe

occurrence of absolute depth change (Figs. 14 and
17), w1J.ichis more intuitively understood f0r sea-
sonal depth change.

<fWThe reiative depth change (absolute depth
change divided by the local depth) increased with
the ratio of broken waves (increase in freqJlency
of wave breakin ).

7
..

two extremes (Fig. 11).
@Mbvement of depth contours is well c?rre-

lateo over longshore distances on the order. of a
kilometer for depths exceeding about 4 m, and is
also well correlated to depths of about 2 m for
longshore distances on the order of 100 m (Fig. 4).
Correlation in contour movement between profiles
spaced 100 m apart decreases greatly at the highly
mobile inner bar located in about-2:m water depth.
~eenvelope of maximum depth e~cursion
(Fig. 6) is not quite symmetric about the average,
but shows ateIldency for greater depth increase in
the nearshore (between about 2- and 4.5-m depths)
and a greater increase from the 4.4cm de th to the

8 The time scale of change in the inner bar,
frequently' exposed to breaking waves, is much
shorter than for the outer bar (Birkemeier, 1984),
and. the horizontal motion is more rapid and
change in depth greater.
((9) As data collection continues, the frequency

anaprobabilistic approaches for expressing depth
change will become more and more useful.
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(Fig. 13), and ineanabsolute elevation change is
approximately symmetric about the shoreline
(Fig. 8) between elevations of :t4 m.
If3))Frequency or return-period diagrams were

d~pedfor the period of record, 11 years
(Fig. 9). The frequency of depth chai:J.gewas con-
sistent among the four survey lines and showed
systematic increases in absolute change in depth
with decrease in tho In 11 years,-

This
information was also expressed as a probability of
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Abstract

A series of sampling experiments using a piston corer equipped with data logging instruments has demonstrated
that representative stratigraphic intervals' of soft marine sediments may never be obtained with piston corers that use
a non-reference triggering system. Incidents of sediment by-passing and .flow-in can occur throughout a single core,
resulting in both foreshortening and stretching of sedimentary units. These problems are difficult to recognize by
standard visual core logging techniques. Most of these problems are initiated by accelerations in the lowering cable
that occur after tripping, with resultant accelerations in the piston, and fluctuations in the cavity pressure inside the
core liner. The non-representative sam.pling can result in more than l.Om of missing stratigraphic units below the

, sediment interface, and as much as 1.3 m of sediment ,flow-in. These problems can lead to miscalculations of sediment

deposition rates by as much as a factor of two, and can result in obtaining samples that are of no value for
geot~hnical analyses. .

.

1.1Dtroduction

.-

i
,

I

I
I

Ahnpst from the initial ,development of the
piston corer by Kullenberg (1947) there have been
continuing efforts to evaluate problems with sam-
pling integrity obtained from many variations of
this device (Kullenberg, 1955; Kallstenius, 1958;
Bums, 1962; Bouma and Boenna, 1968; Igarashi
eta!., 1970; McCoy, 1980, 1985). Identified prob-

,lems include improper placement of the piston at
.initiation of sampling (Bums, 1962), inco.herent
movement of the piston during coring due to wire
rebound (Igarashi et a!., 1970; Seyb et aI., 1977;
McCoy, 1985),upwanl movement of the piston
during retrieval of the corer (Bouma and Boenna,
1968), and faulty design of the core cutting head
(Smits, 1990).. Combinations of these problems

- have resulted in highly disturbed sediment cores,

tetrieval of cores that are significantly shorter than
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the apparent depth of corer penetration, or core
lengths that exceed penetratio9- depths.

These problems diminish the value of core
sa,mples intended to rehite sediment stratigraphy
to acoustic stratigraphy, or to detennine chron-
ostratigraphy .and sedimentaccumulationrates.
Disturbed samples are also of little or no value for
geotechnical analyses.

We have been aware of these potential problems
for a number of years and have recently assessed
the significance of these problems at our institute
by examining 6 years of our archive records. and.
cores. Results of this examination demonstrated
that the ratio of average core recovery to apparent
penetration (from exterior mud line) was 0.67 with
a correlation coefficient of r = 0.84. for water
depths less than 200 m, and r=0.68 for water
dept~sgreater than 200 m. This poor recovery
ratioihcluded the effect of core top losses for most
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